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PREFACE

The increasing need to carefully evaluate and balance considerations related to treatment benefit, cost-effectiveness, and affordability has never been greater. This is validated by the recent proliferation of initiatives by a number of health care organizations to develop value frameworks with the objective of providing a more rigorous and comprehensive assessment of value when considering the adoption of new health technologies, including new pharmaceutical products.  

Since its initial release in 2000, the AMCP Format for Formulary Submissions has provided a framework to advise drug manufacturers regarding important health care decision maker (HCDM) evidence requirements as it relates to evaluating new technologies for formulary consideration. With the release of the Format, Version 4.0, we have attempted to incorporate updated considerations related to fostering rigorous, relevant, and ongoing scientific dialogue between manufacturers and HCDMs as it relates to assessing the safety, efficacy, and value of new health technologies. Additionally, we have addressed evolving considerations in the health care environment, including considerations related to biosimilars, medical devices, comparative effectiveness research, and companion diagnostic tests, to name a few. Guidance on logistical matters related to updating dossiers, the challenge of providing pre-approval evidence, and ongoing communication between manufacturers and HCDMs is provided as well.

Structurally, we have provided guidance on some of these key contextual considerations in the introductory section of the Format, while specific guidance related to content requirements for each section of the dossier are provided in those sections. Some sections have significant changes based on the feedback received in the public comment period. For example, Section 3.0 and Section 5.0 provide more clarity on what type of evidence goes into each section.

Lastly, it is important to emphasize that the scope and context of communications between manufacturers and HCDMs should evolve over the product lifecycle as new evidence becomes available. While launch-timed dossiers may rely to a greater extent on modeled projections based on clinical trial evidence and reasonable assumptions related to market dynamics and product uptake, new evidence describing the actual use and effect of the product in a real-world setting should be developed to inform formulary management across the product lifecycle. Ongoing generation of real-world evidence serves the important purpose of further defining and validating claims related to product value. As such, ongoing communication between manufacturers and HCDMs as the value evidence evolves is a critical component to the process.

**The Role of the AMCP Format**

The evidence requirements outlined in the AMCP Format are intended for use by manufacturers who are responding to an unsolicited request from HCDMs to support coverage, reimbursement, and/or formulary placement of new and existing drugs, tests, or devices or class of drugs, tests, or devices.

The Format supports the informed selection of drugs, tests, and devices by:

- Identifying the evidence required for evaluating the clinical and economic value of drugs, companion diagnostic tests, and devices
- Standardizing the synthesis and organization of the evidence in a concise document also known as the “AMCP dossier” or “product dossier”
- Providing the manufacturer the opportunity to communicate the value of a product that is grounded in evidence-based medicine principles
- Supporting the FDA’s established unsolicited request process that manufacturers must abide by in order to provide comprehensive information that goes beyond a product’s FDA-approved label
- Requiring economic models and projections of product impact on the organization and its enrolled population
- Encouraging a clear, transparent, and two-way communication process between manufacturers and HCDMs

The AMCP Format is designed to maintain a high standard of objectivity and credibility to achieve two important goals.

**First,** it is intended to improve the timeliness, scope, quality, and relevance of clinical and economic information provided by manufacturers to HCDMs. Further, by assessing the health care system impact of using a product, the evidence requested can improve the HCDM’s ability to compare the effects of formulary alternatives on clinical outcomes, value, and economic consequences for the entire health care system.

**Second,** the AMCP Format streamlines the evidence acquisition and review process for HCDMs and health care system staff. By clearly specifying the standards of evidence implicit in the existing formulary process, the Format furnishes pharmaceutical manufacturers with consistent direction concerning the nature and format of information that is expected. In addition, the standardized format allows health care system staff to formally evaluate the completeness of submissions received and to easily add the results of the HCDM’s own systematic literature reviews and analysis. Manufacturers should understand that submission of information in the recommended format does not guarantee approval of their product for formulary listing. Manufacturers and HCDMs should view discussion about, and subsequent submission of a dossier, as a process to improve the quality and layout of information provided, but not as a formula for approval. The Format offers a clear, shared vision of the requirements to facilitate the collaboration necessary between HCDMs and manufacturers to support appropriate and evidence-based product evaluation. Recognizing that manufacturers may not have all the requested evidence, especially for new products, the Format describes the information requirements necessary to support a comprehensive assessment of the proposed product.

The Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy views the AMCP Format as a template or guide that has become the gold standard in requesting and receiving clinical and economic evidence from manufacturers for the purpose of evaluating the value of drugs, tests, and devices. While it is up to individual health care systems to decide how they operate their formulary review processes, AMCP urges HCDMs to request product dossiers in the AMCP Format from manufacturers when evaluating drugs, tests, and devices for coverage, reimbursement, and formulary decisions. The aim of the Format is to provide evidence requirements that meet the evidence needs of all HCDMs and health care systems. Though the AMCP Format Executive Committee recognizes that there are other formats, guidelines, and value frameworks
issued by other organizations, it also regards the adoption and use of Format as a best practice for the formulary review process.

The AMCP Format does not specify methods for assessing clinical benefit, harms, or economic impact, however the evidence presented should meet accepted standards of evidence-based medicine and health technology assessment. It is the manufacturer’s responsibility to utilize appropriate study designs, analytic techniques, and data sources. Likewise, it is the requester’s responsibility to critically evaluate the evidence supplied. Approaches to Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committee processes and formulary decision making have been reported in the literature.3,4,5

---

GENERAL LOGISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

DECISION MAKERS AND MANUFACTURERS

The term “health care decision maker” (HCDM) is used throughout this document to refer to ANY health care personnel, committee, or organization that uses an evidence-based process for making health care coverage and reimbursement decisions including, but not limited to payers, health plans, integrated delivery systems, pharmacy benefit management companies, specialty pharmacies, health insurance companies, medical groups, hospitals, hospital systems, Pharmacy and Therapeutics (P&T) Committees, health technology assessment (HTA) organizations, clinical practice guideline bodies, and other organized health care systems.

The term “manufacturer” is used throughout this document to refer to ANY company that develops, manufactures, or markets drugs (brand, generic, biologics, biosimilars, vaccines), tests (companion diagnostic tests), or related devices.

COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN HCDMS AND MANUFACTURERS

Communications between HCDMs and pharmaceutical or device manufacturers are strictly regulated by the FDA. The FDA considers proactive, solicited communications to be “promotional” and requires the content of the communications to be limited to information in the FDA approved product label. The Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act was amended in 1997 (FDAMA Section 114) to allow proactive, solicited communications about “health care economic information” to a limited audience of “formulary committees and similar entities”. The use of FDAMA Section 114 by manufacturers to date has been limited but recent first amendment challenges to FDA regulations on “promotion” and attempts by Congress to update the FDAMA Section 114 language could potentially allow more proactive, solicited communications in the future. In the meantime, since FDAMA Section 114 was intended to inform HCDMs of health care economic information, HCDMs should clearly articulate to manufacturers what information is needed and how it should be delivered.

In addition to proactive, solicited communications, the FDA also allows manufacturers to reactively respond to unsolicited requests for information from HCDMs. It is this unsolicited request process that has historically been used for communications involving the AMCP Format – this unsolicited process continues to be the mechanism through which the AMCP Format Version 4.0 can and should be communicated to HCDMs.

AMCP dossiers developed according to the Format should be treated under the unsolicited request process by manufacturers because the Format calls for information that goes beyond the product label. Therefore, at no time, shall an evidence dossier in the AMCP Format be sent to a HCDM without an authentic, validated unsolicited request from the requestor directly to the manufacturer. Any violation of this rule, intentional or not, jeopardizes the regulatory safe harbor for unsolicited requests that allows industry to prepare and respond to requests for product dossiers in the AMCP Format, as well as the Academy’s original intent and mission for the Format.


In December 2011, the FDA issued a draft guidance called "Guidance for Industry: Responding to Unsolicited Requests for Off-Label Information About Prescription Drugs and Medical Devices" which outlines the FDA’s current thinking on how manufacturers of drugs and medical devices can respond to unsolicited requests for information about products.\(^8\)

To qualify as an unsolicited request, the request for information must be truly *unsolicited*. Specifically, the inquiry must be initiated by the requester (formulated in his/her own mind) without prompting, suggestion or solicitation by the manufacturer or its employees. Manufacturers should place a statement on the dossier that it is being provided in response to an unsolicited request.

Given the complex regulatory and legal environment, manufacturers should consider and establish their own acceptable rules or policies and procedures on handling unsolicited requests for dossiers. For example, consider policies and procedures to address: 1) What specifically constitutes a request for a dossier versus request for other medical information; 2) How to fulfill requests for dossiers that have multiple indications, or products for which a manufacturer has more than one dossier; and 3) How to handle requests for future updates to dossiers (also see section on Updating Dossiers).

Substantial on-going communication between the HCDM and manufacturer throughout the product evaluation process is critical to manage expectations and maximize the quality of available evidence. When a dossier is requested from a HCDM, it is important for that organization to communicate to the manufacturer basic information such as review timelines, the evaluation process, and any special needs that might exist. This allows the manufacturer an opportunity to provide timely, relevant, and specific information that meets the needs of the HCDM. If manufacturers cannot provide specific information, it is better to understand the limitations up front. Early, ongoing dialogue between the HCDM and manufacturer is a critical success factor in optimizing the exchange of relevant, credible and timely clinical and economic evidence for decision making. HCDMs should consider requesting a presentation from or discussion with appropriate manufacturer representatives (e.g., medical personnel, health economists) on specific questions that they may have about the dossier.

HCDMs need and want to know about new product and new indication launches for their planning purposes. Therefore, manufacturers should keep HCDMs informed about the status of their pipeline, especially anticipated new product or new indication launches in the near future, e.g., 3 to 6 months prior to FDA approval.

Dossiers have often been criticized by HCDMs about being ‘biased’. Therefore, HCDMs should express any concerns or questions about the evidence presented in a dossier, including assumptions related to economic models, to facilitate a productive dialogue with manufacturers. Feedback from dossier users can help improve the quality of dossiers developed and provided by manufacturers. Feedback includes dossier completeness, objectiveness, usability, readability, and other user experience of the document, NOT feedback about formulary review status or approval.

**CONFIDENTIALITY**

The confidentiality of evidence dossiers has been an area of concern since AMCP published the first version of the *Format* in October 2000. Manufacturers have expressed concern that confidential information submitted as part of an evidence dossier, e.g., unpublished studies, off-label information, economic modeling data, will become publicly available, thus exposing sensitive data to competitors, and potentially alarming regulatory authorities worried about misleading promotion. To a large extent, the concerns should be addressed through compliance with FDA guidance on unsolicited requests and with

---

appropriate confidentiality agreements between the HCDM and the manufacturer. HCDMs should be aware that the ability of manufacturers to provide complete information is dependent on the recipient to preserve the confidentiality of that information. We note that evidence dossiers submitted to government authorities in the US, the UK, and certain other countries are made available to the public but commercial-in-confidence information, when properly identified by the manufacturer, is redacted for the online version of the report. Special arrangements with public HCDMs, which require public disclosure of information received, may be necessary.

Manufacturers may require requesting HCDMs and health systems to sign a confidentiality agreement before providing a dossier. Such agreements may also be required where prepublication data are shared. HCDMs should be willing to sign such agreements and adhere to their terms.

Product dossiers prepared in accordance with the evidence requirements contained in the AMCP Format may contain off-label information and information deemed proprietary by the product manufacturer. Therefore, such dossiers may only be distributed in response to an unsolicited request.

Manufacturers should place a statement on the dossier that a confidentiality agreement was executed, if one was put in place.

**UPDATING DOSSIERS**

A common question from manufacturers is, “When should a dossier be updated?” Dossiers should be reviewed and updated when there are significant changes, e.g., changes to the prescribing information, line extensions, new safety information, or any information that materially impacts the overall evidence. While most HCDMs request dossiers for products when they are newly approved by the FDA, dossiers should be used beyond initial launches for subsequent product or class reviews. Ideally, dossier updates should be evidence-based, i.e., updates are triggered by availability of new evidence, for example:

- The manufacturer files a supplemental application to the FDA for a new indication; the regulatory decisions should be included in the dossier whether the new indication is approved or denied
- The FDA issues advisory statements about the use of a product, e.g. established a new boxed warning, etc.
- Significant new clinical or economic evidence becomes available, such as:
  - Further support the use of the product for the approved indication
  - Identify patients or sub-populations who should or should not receive the product
  - Demonstrate real world effectiveness and long-term effectiveness
  - Elucidate long-term safety

When updating a dossier, the manufacturer should conduct a complete revision to incorporate new evidence, delete obsolete and less relevant information, and revise content and format in order to keep the dossier concise and relevant. The manufacturer may update the dossier by re-writing a new version of the dossier or amend the existing dossier with a supplemental document that acknowledges new evidence with proper citations, identifies obsolete information in the existing dossier, and describes any additional relevant information to the HCDM. The manufacturer should provide HCDMs with a way to identify newly added information (e.g., highlight revised/new sections or content, describe changes in an appendix, include a summary of changes in a cover letter, etc.).

When a manufacturer reviews a dossier for potential revision, and determines that a revision is not necessary, this should be indicated on the title page of the dossier. In the absence of new evidence, dossiers should be evaluated for technical accuracy on an annual basis, e.g., price increase, new model assumptions, etc. All dossiers should have the original date of issue as well as the dates of any revisions or reviews for potential revisions.
When a HCDM requests a dossier that is under revision, the manufacturer should supply the current (last completed) version of the dossier, inform the requestor of the status of the dossier and the expected timeframe for completion of the revision, and offer to send the revised version when completed. Alternatively, the manufacturer may only provide the updated version when completed.

Another common question from manufacturers is, “Can an updated dossier be provided to HCDMs who had previously requested and received a dossier?” In general, manufacturers should not freely and automatically send updated dossiers to previous requestors without an unsolicited request; in other words, another unsolicited request from the HCDM is required in order to send an updated dossier. However, as a result of AMCP’s previous discussions with FDA regulatory staff, a HCDM may, at the time of original dossier request, include a statement that he/she would like to receive updated dossiers, if any, subsequent to the first dossier received. The request for updated dossiers must be for the same product as the original request, and the request must specify a specific length of time, e.g., for 6 months, or at the discretion of the manufacturer’s policies. While the *Format* does not specify a maximum length of time, the request for updated dossiers should not be indefinite and manufacturers should determine their own policies and procedures. Allowance for this process will avoid HCDMs from having to submit numerous requests for updated information, especially since they may not be aware when updated dossiers may be available. Additionally, the explicitness of the unsolicited request for an updated dossier within a specific timeframe will help manufacturers maintain compliance to the unsolicited request process. Whether a manufacturer may *proactively offer* to send an updated dossier(s) to HCDMs at the time of the original unsolicited request for the dossier is at the discretion of the manufacturer.

The manufacturer may determine that a dossier will no longer be kept current, e.g., the product is near the end of its branded lifespan or lost exclusivity. If the manufacturer continues to provide the dossier to requesters, then the status and currency of the dossier should be indicated on the dossier. If the manufacturer discontinues the availability of the dossier, then a rationale for its discontinuation should be provided to requesters of that dossier.

Development and organization of the dossier for a product with multiple FDA approved indications should be handled at the discretion of the manufacturer. For example, manufacturer may develop separate sections for each indication within the same dossier, or may develop separate dossiers for each indication or group of indications.

It is at the manufacturer’s discretion whether updates are required for ANY sections of the dossier in order to provide information that is concise, relevant, and objective.

**Page Limits**

Throughout the *Format*, guidance is provided regarding page limit recommendations for individual sections of a dossier. These recommendations are for general guidance only, as there are many factors that may influence the appropriate section length for a particular product. Within the guidance provided, manufacturers should present relevant evidence and product information as concise and clear as possible to streamline the evidence acquisition and review process. HCDMs have complained about dossiers being too long. Specifically, manufacturers should NOT include overly verbose or superfluous content as a means to meet page limit recommendations.
Dossier Information Before FDA Approval

It is not uncommon for HCDMs to request a dossier well before FDA approval. In fact, this is one of the most common comments received from HCDMs about dossiers.

For regulatory and compliance reasons, manufacturers are limited in what they can proactively communicate before FDA approval. Furthermore, it is not possible for manufacturers to provide a full dossier that meets all the requirements of the Format prior to product approval by the FDA. It is understood that it is not possible for manufacturers to provide certain product information or the price of the product before final FDA approval. It is also not the intent for manufacturers to develop two separate dossiers. A manufacturer may choose NOT to develop and provide a dossier before FDA approval or clearance.

To address the HCDMs need to evaluate evidence prior to product approval/clearance, and to assist manufacturers that choose to meet this need, the Format offers guidance for providing information before FDA approval/clearance or product launch.

In general, manufacturers have always been able to provide certain information, generally public or published data, regarding a product in late-phase development before FDA approval upon receipt of an unsolicited request to the company’s medical information or medical communications department. The information provided depends on 1) the HCDM’s specific unsolicited request, and 2) the information that the manufacturer deems appropriate and available to provide (sometimes dependent on each manufacturer’s policies and procedures).

Thus, manufacturers may use the current Format as a template to provide information where feasible in response to a HCDM’s request for a “dossier” prior to a product’s FDA approval. In general, this information is in the public domain in some fashion, and may rarely include data on file. This “dossier” may include, but is not limited to:

- Clinical trial information from Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 3 studies
  - Peer-reviewed publications
  - Medical congress abstracts, posters, presentations
  - Medical information or medical communication departments’ response letters
- Information from clinicaltrials.gov
- Pre-clinical studies
- Data on file per manufacturer’s discretion
- Disease state information, e.g., disease description, epidemiology, clinical presentation, currently available therapies, clinical practice guidelines, etc.
- Pipeline product information, e.g., proposed mechanism of action
- Any other information that a manufacturer deems relevant to the request and allowable according to the manufacturer’s policies and procedures
- Some manufacturers may consider providing certain information under a confidentiality agreement

This is not meant to be an exhaustive list. The Format intends to provide guidance, however, each manufacturer should consider an approach according to its own policies. Manufacturers should have a clear and consistent process for handling HCDMs’ unsolicited requests for “dossiers” prior to FDA approval/clearance.
MEDIA FOR DOSSIER AND MODEL SUBMISSIONS

Manufacturers should submit dossiers in an electronic format rather than in print. Electronic formats may include email, external devices (CD-ROM, thumb drives), online platforms (e.g., AMCP eDossier System), manufacturers’ websites, or other electronic technologies. This will help reduce resource expenditures and improve health care system staff’s ability to transfer evidence directly into P&T committee submission monographs. This includes any economic model(s) provided in the dossier, which should be presented electronically as an Excel workbook or an alternative electronic format that is agreed upon by the requesting organization or its consultants and the manufacturer to facilitate ongoing dialogue as well as allow flexibility for user defined analyses.

IMPLEMENTATION OF VERSION 4.0

Manufacturers should adopt the Format Version 4.0 when creating new dossiers after the release of Version 4.0.

For dossier updates after the release of Version 4.0, it is highly recommended that manufacturers adopt the Format Version 4.0. Manufacturers should make every effort to adopt Version 4.0 for dossier updates. However, manufacturers may use discretion based on reasonable factors such as end of product’s life cycle, lack of internal resources, etc.

If a manufacturer is in the midst of creating or updating a dossier at the time of this version’s release, it is the manufacturer’s discretion whether to adopt the Format Version 4.0 or to complete the dossier according to Version 3.1.
**SPECIAL CONTENT CONSIDERATIONS**

**COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS RESEARCH (CER)**

While the AMCP *Format* does not require manufacturers to use any particular research design to present evidence of benefit, harms, cost-effectiveness, or financial impact of their products, it does strongly recommend that manufacturers include evidence from comparative effectiveness research (CER) studies as they become available.

Initial FDA approval of products is based on randomized controlled trials (RCTs) where the product is compared to placebo or more preferably, a relevant, active comparator. Because of the highly controlled research setting, RCTs are considered the gold standard for clinical research with high internal validity and addresses the efficacy question, “Can it work?”

In contrast, CER conducted in a less controlled setting addresses the effectiveness question, “Does it work?” in the real world and relative to an active comparator. Real world data from CER may not be available at the time of new product launch. However, in subsequent years, real world CER should be conducted by the manufacturer as well as by other researchers, and the new evidence should be incorporated into the dossier. RCTs and CER can complement each other by generating evidence to answer questions that may be more appropriate in one study design or the other. Sometimes, it is just not feasible, for example, to conduct RCTs due to ethical or logistical factors.

There are many study designs that can be used to conduct CER. The *Format* does not dictate the process by which evidence is developed, nor does it provide methodological guidance. The reader is referred to other sources for more background information on various study designs such as Bayesian and adaptive trials,9,10 pragmatic clinical trials,11,12 prospective observational studies,13 retrospective observational studies,14 systematic evidence reviews15,16,17 including indirect treatment comparisons and network meta-analyses,18 and modeling studies.19

---

For assessing evidence from CER studies, the CER Collaborative (www.cercollaborative.org), formed by AMCP, ISPOR (International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research) and NPC (National Pharmaceutical Council), developed the CER Tool\textsuperscript{20} to assist HCDMs in the evaluation and use of four types of outcomes research: prospective and retrospective observational studies,\textsuperscript{21} modeling studies,\textsuperscript{22} and indirect treatment comparison studies.\textsuperscript{23} HCDMs may also use tools to assess the body of evidence, e.g., Institute for Clinical and Economic Review (ICER) Evidence Rating Matrix,\textsuperscript{24,25,26} GRADE.\textsuperscript{27,28,29}

**DOSSIER FOR DRUGS, TESTS, AND DEVICES**

While the original AMCP *Format* was developed to address evidence for drugs (pharmaceuticals, biologics, and vaccines), today, the *Format* aims to also provide guidance for developing dossiers for non-drug products (e.g., tests and devices) that may be relevant to health care systems’ drug formulary and medical policy decisions.

Specifically, Version 4.0 has been updated to include guidelines on the evidentiary requirements for companion diagnostic tests (CDT) that was first introduced in Version 3.1 as an addendum to the *Format*. Refer to the following section as well as Section 2.3 for detailed recommendations regarding CDTs.

Additionally, the *Format* can be used to convey evidentiary requirements for medical devices cleared by the FDA. Due to the vast number, type, and complexity of medical devices, it is recommended that medical devices that are most directly related to the use of a drug be relevant and applicable for the *Format*. Examples of medical devices where the *Format* may apply include, but not limited to: implantable drug delivery devices, blood glucose measuring devices, test strips (e.g., blood, urine), inhalation devices (e.g., nebulizers), health assessment devices and tests that elucidate health status, diagnosis, prognosis, etc. Medical device manufacturers are encouraged to develop and make available medical device dossiers for HCDMs and health systems upon unsolicited requests.

As such, language in the *Format* has been revised to refer to a “product” throughout which may be a drug, a test, or a device. If a medical device manufacturer chooses to use the *Format* to create a device dossier, the manufacturer may indicate “not applicable” for requirements that do not apply to devices. AMCP recognizes the challenge of adapting the *Format* to medical devices without providing explicit requirements and encourages manufacturers to use sound judgment and their own discretion in providing objective information and relevant evidence about a device that will meet the needs of HCDMs.

---


Companion diagnostic tests (CDT)

Companion diagnostic tests (CDTs) have been defined in various ways, and has been referred to as ‘pharmacogenomics’, ‘pharmacogenetics’, ‘targeted therapy’, ‘personalized medicine’, ‘precision medicine’, ‘biomarker testing’, etc. The FDA definition describes a CDT, or an in vitro companion diagnostic device (IVD companion diagnostic device) as one that provides information that is essential for the safe and effective use of a corresponding therapeutic product.  

More specifically, in the Format, a CDT is defined as a laboratory test or assay that provides predictive and differential information about patients’ response to drug therapy. This is in contrast to diagnostic or prognostic tests, which provide information about the disease process rather than response to treatment. Canestaro et al. (2015) has developed the Companion test Assessment Tool (CAT) to assist HCDMs to determine whether a full technology review is necessary and, if so, what factors are likely to be most influential in the CDT’s overall value. The full publication provides a user-friendly, step-by-step algorithm and key questions to help HCDMs make these assessments.  

The reader is referred to other sources for background information regarding CDTs. In addition, a number of other CDT evidence gathering and evaluating frameworks have been developed.  

Dossier from Drug Manufacturer vs CDT Manufacturer

Implementation of dossier requests for CDTs using the Format may be complicated by the variety of potential relationships between a drug manufacturer and CDT manufacturer/developer. The following are possible CDT development scenarios (in no order of preference):

- CDT co-developed with drug, and FDA-approved together with drug
- CDT developed independently of drug, typically after drug approval
- CDT developed independently and targeted for class of medications

In each of these scenarios, the drug manufacturer may or may not be the same as the CDT manufacturer. In the case where the drug manufacturer is different from the CDT manufacturer, the two companies may or may not have business agreements to work collaboratively in the development and/or marketing of the drug and CDT. This scenario may be important in understanding the ability of one company to adequately provide and communicate data and information related to another company’s product. Obtaining evidence for CDTs is further complicated if the test is a lab-developed test (LDT) developed by clinical laboratories and not FDA approved. Thus, depending on the development pathway, drug manufacturers

---

and CDT developers may have different responsibilities and processes with regard to evidence submission to HCDMs.

Given the potential complexity of regulatory processes, data sources, and manufacturer relationships, the Format recommends the following approaches for developing dossiers with CDT evidence:

- The CDT is co-developed with the drug
  - The drug manufacturer should provide CDT evidence as part of the drug dossier in the AMCP Format because the evidence for the safety, efficacy, and value of the drug is inherently linked to the CDT.

- The CDT is developed independently of the drug
  - If the CDT is required in the drug label, the drug manufacturer should, if possible, provide data on the clinical validity, clinical utility, and economic value of both the drug and CDT in the drug dossier. Information on analytic validity should be provided if feasible.
  - If the CDT is not required in the drug label, then the CDT developer should provide a “CDT dossier” that provides information as outlined in this section.

- The CDT is developed independently and is targeted for a class of medications
  - The CDT developer should provide a “CDT dossier” that provides information as outlined in this section.

Despite this guidance, it is recognized that some CDT companies may not develop dossiers and obtaining scientific and clinical information may be difficult.

**BIOSIMILARS**

As FDA-approved biosimilars reach the market, HCDMs may require a body of efficacy, safety, economic, and comparative effectiveness data similar to that of the innovator product in order to make rational, evidence-based decisions regarding coverage and reimbursement. In response to unsolicited requests, manufacturers of biosimilars should develop and provide product dossiers like those of the innovator products.

A biosimilar has been defined as a biological product that “is highly similar to the reference product notwithstanding minor differences in clinically inactive components” and that “there are no clinically meaningful differences between the biological product and the reference product in terms of the safety, purity, and potency of the product.”

The extent and scope of animal and human studies needed for biosimilar product development programs may differ markedly from those of generic versions of non-biologic products. In addition, FDA has stated that the type and amount of analyses and testing that will be sufficient to demonstrate biosimilarity and/or interchangeability will be determined on a product-specific basis. Biosimilars do not fit the definition of a generic equivalent product, i.e., identical or bioequivalent to a brand name drug in dosage form, safety, strength, route of administration, quality, performance characteristics and intended use. Biosimilars are not generic biologics. As such, manufacturers of biosimilars should incorporate these considerations into the dossier to allow HCDMs to fully evaluate these products.

Because biosimilar products, as well as multiple indications for a biosimilar product, may gain FDA approval on the basis of evidence that was generated for the innovator product, biosimilar manufacturers must clearly document whether clinical trials and other studies (e.g., pharmacokinetic studies, animal studies) were conducted with the innovator product or the biosimilar product. HCDMs should be able to distinguish whether biosimilars are supported by direct or extrapolated evidence.

---

For more information on biosimilars, refer to documents below:

- According to the FDA, for a product to be a biosimilar or interchangeable, the manufacturer must submit a 351(k) biologics license application (BLA) that demonstrates biosimilarity.\(^{41}\)
- Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act of 2009 (BPCI Act).\(^{42}\)
- Guidance for Industry: Scientific Considerations in Demonstrating Biosimilarity to a Reference Product. April 2015.\(^{43}\)
- Guidance for Industry: Quality Considerations in Demonstrating Biosimilarity of a Therapeutic Protein Product to a Reference Product. April 2015.\(^{44}\)
- Guidance for Industry: Nonproprietary Naming of Biological Products. Draft Guidance, August 2015.\(^{45}\)
- Guidance for Industry: Reference Product Exclusivity for Biological Products Filed Under Section 351(a) of the PHS Act. Draft Guidance, August 2014.\(^{46}\)
- Guidance for Industry: Clinical Pharmacology Data to Support a Demonstration of Biosimilarity to a Reference Product. Draft Guidance, May 2014.\(^{47}\)

---


Heterogeneity of treatment effect is defined as “nonrandom explainable variability in the direction and magnitude of individual treatment effects, including both beneficial and adverse effects.”

Response, whether beneficial or adverse, to a treatment varies from individual to individual. It is important for HCDMs to understand heterogeneity of treatment effect when evaluating therapies for clinical, coverage and reimbursement decisions for patients. While evaluating the body of evidence for a treatment, HCDMs need to consider individual patient variability, variability within populations studied, and variability between clinical studies. Identification of heterogeneity should be noted in Section 2.2.2(4) and the evidence and studies to support it be summarized in Section 3.0 or 5.0, as appropriate. Readers are referred to additional information on heterogeneity of treatment effect.


EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR FORMULARY SUBMISSION

Section 1.0 – Executive Summary
Section 2.0 – Product Information and Disease Description
Section 3.0 – Clinical Evidence
Section 4.0 – Economic Value and Modeling Report
Section 5.0 – Additional Supporting Evidence
Section 6.0 – Dossier Appendices
1.0 **EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – CLINICAL AND ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE PRODUCT**

The recommended length of Section 1.0 is 5 pages (maximum 8).

This section of the submission represents the principal opportunity for a manufacturer to briefly summarize the value of its product. The Executive Summary should highlight the key evidence on clinical and economic value from Sections 2.0 through 5.0, and it should be representative of the body of evidence found in Sections 2.0 through 5.0. The manufacturer should briefly describe the clinical and economic information presented in the dossier using the layout prescribed in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 and state the expected per unit product cost. Based on this information, the manufacturer should articulate a value argument to justify these expected expenditures for this product in the context of its anticipated effects on the clinical evidence, health outcomes, and the economic consequences for the health care system. Throughout the Executive Summary, the reader should be referred to those places in the full dossier that justify claims and other statements made in the Executive Summary. Hyperlinks to these areas are especially helpful.

1.1 **CLINICAL BENEFITS**

Begin with the FDA-approved indication for the product and a short synopsis of the efficacy and safety information (from the prescribing information and clinical trials). Summarize the clinical benefits of the proposed product, in terms of:

1. Efficacy and Effectiveness
2. Comparative effectiveness relative to available alternative therapies
3. Safety/tolerability
4. Shortcomings of current treatment and the unmet medical need that the PROPOSED THERAPY addresses

1.2 **ECONOMIC BENEFITS**

Summarize the economic benefits of the proposed product, in terms of:

1. Cost per unit
2. Context of the proposed cost: potential clinical benefits provided (including quality of life benefits) and potential economic benefits (including savings or cost offsets)
3. Shortcomings of other therapies

Briefly present results of any observational research or economic data, with inclusion of the per member per month (PMPM) or incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER) result at minimum. Briefly summarize other published information on the cost or economic impact of the product (such as impact of resource utilization or other cost offsets).

Include the economic impact of special handling, delivery, route and site of administration, therapeutic drug monitoring, Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) programs, and other administrative offsets that would be above and beyond the cost of the product.

1.3 **CONCLUSIONS**

Summarize the value of the proposed product. Highlight key points regarding the clinical and economic advantages and uniqueness of the product are highlighted. Finally, based on the information presented in Sections 2.0 to 5.0 that follow, the conclusions should include a statement regarding the expected impact of the product, relative to other available treatment options both pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical.
### 2.0 PRODUCT INFORMATION AND DISEASE DESCRIPTION

#### 2.1 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The recommended length of Section 2.1 is 5 pages (maximum 10).

Manufacturers are required to provide detailed information about their product. They should compare the new product with other products commonly used to treat the condition, whether or not these products are currently on the health care system’s formulary.

The product description consists of information that traditionally has been found in the FDA-approved label or prescribing information/package insert (PI) as described below. It also contains information that goes beyond the scope of the PI.

Basic product information should be provided, including a brief discussion of what the product is, and any significant attributes that define the product’s place in therapy (e.g. kinetics, adverse event profile, etc.). Verbatim language from the PI does not need to be supplied here. If there is not substantive data and information that can be provided beyond the PI, these sections should be left blank and the reader referred to the copy of the PI in the Appendix. In those cases where one or more of these attributes (pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, contraindications, warnings, precautions, adverse events, interactions, and/or dosing) is of major significance in defining the value of a product, additional information beyond PI should be provided.

The following are the components that should be supplied:

1. Generic, brand name and therapeutic class of the product
2. All dosage forms, including strengths and package sizes
3. The National Drug Code (NDC) for all formulations. For specialty pharmaceuticals that may be covered under the medical or pharmacy benefit, additional codes are required in this section. Provide Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) codes applicable to these products, as well as any Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes that are relevant to reimbursement. International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-10 and ICD-9 codes are also advisable to include for any indications specified in the PI. Inclusion of ICD-9 is to allow retrospective review of claims that contain ICD-9 since conversion to ICD-10 is a recent change (October 2015).
4. The ASP and WAC cost per unit size
5. AHFS or other Drug Classification
6. FDA approved indication(s) and the date approval was granted (or is expected to be granted). Also other significant off-label uses and potential new indications being studied. It may be helpful to include hyperlinks to the relevant off-label sections within the dossier, as well as hyperlinks to clinicaltrials.gov for the new indication studies.
7. Pharmacology
8. Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamics
9. Contraindications/Warnings/Precautions/Adverse Effects
10. Special Populations (e.g., pregnancy, pediatric use, renal impairment, etc.)
11. Interactions with suggestions on how to avoid them
   - Drug/Drug
   - Drug/Food
   - Drug/Disease
12. Dosing and Administration
   - For specialty pharmaceuticals, include any instructions for preparation, administration, and a description of any unique type of delivery devices that do not
appear in the package insert, as well as information on setting of care. Verbatim language from the package insert should not be supplied here.

13. Access, e.g. restrictions on distribution, supply limitations, anticipated shortages, and/or prescribing restrictions
   - For a specialty pharmaceutical, this section should be expanded up to cover the following information: considerations for the product around its distribution channels; prescribing restrictions for the product if applicable; handling instructions; ordering instructions for the product; patient access/assistance contact information.

14. Co-Prescribed / Concomitant Therapies, including dosages, recommended use of other agents or treatments with the product, and the rationale and clinical benefit associated with the co-prescribed/concomitant therapies. It may be helpful to refer to the PI when determining which therapies would be co-prescribed/used concomitantly.

15. Describe how product may impact quality measures, e.g., HEDIS scores, 30 day readmissions, CMS Star rating, etc. Include studies that support this information in Section 3.0.

2.1.1 PRODUCT COMPARISON

Concise comparison of PI information with the primary comparator products in the same therapeutic area focused on safety and efficacy and include: dosing, indications, pharmacokinetic/pharmacologic profile, adverse effects, warnings, contraindications, interactions and other relevant characteristics (expand as appropriate for the therapeutic class). The material may include a discussion of comparator product(s) or services that the proposed product is expected to substitute for, or replace. This information should be presented in tabular form. If direct head-to-head trials have been conducted on the product and its comparators, this should be noted here, and the reader referred to the review of those trials in Section 3.0 of the dossier.

For biosimilar products, comparator information about the reference product should be included as well as evidence that demonstrate biosimilarity or interchangeability.

A statement as to why the comparators were selected should be included (e.g. meta-analyses, guidelines, literature search, etc.). If comparator products are selected based on guidelines, it may be necessary to include information from the guidelines in the comparator table.
2.2 **PLACE OF THE PRODUCT IN THERAPY**

The recommended length of Section 2.2 is 10 pages (maximum 15) for each indication.

Information presented in this section should be brief. Ideally, information should be provided in a table or bulleted list or other easy-to-read format. For products with multiple indications, the following information should be provided for each indication. Do not duplicate information presented in Sections 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0.

2.2.1 **DISEASE DESCRIPTION**

The intent is to give the reader a good overall sense of the disease. The disease description should be brief, and should include the disease and characteristics of the patients who are treated for the condition. Manufacturers should provide a description of specific patient subpopulations in which the product is expected to be most effective, if known. Include clinical markers, diagnostic or genetic criteria, or other markers, if known, that can be used to identify these subpopulations. Present a brief summary of information from the literature for each topic.

Disease specific descriptive information may include, but not be limited to:

1. Epidemiology and relevant risk factors, with a focus on identifiable subpopulations that would be appropriate for the use of the product
2. Pathophysiology
3. Clinical presentation
4. Societal, humanistic and/or economic burden

Specialty pharmaceuticals often treat rare diseases that may be unfamiliar, with relatively little information available in the public domain. This section may be expanded to provide greater detail for rare conditions treated with specialty pharmacy.

2.2.2 **APPROACHES TO TREATMENT**

The key questions to address are: How is the disease/condition currently treated? How does the new product fit into standard or existing therapy?

Provide a VERY brief summary of information from the literature for each topic; do not duplicate information included in other sections:

1. Summarize current approaches to treatment including principal therapeutic options (drug and non-drug), common practice patterns, or standards of care; briefly include recommendations supported by well-accepted or nationally recognized clinical practice guidelines and consensus statements, however summarize details of these sources in Section 5.0.
2. Describe the place and anticipated uses of the proposed product for treating disease, especially for certain subpopulations that can be targeted for the use of the product.
3. Indicate the appropriate care setting(s) for the product such as self-administration by the patient, by a health care professional in the home, in an infusion therapy clinic, in a physician office, or in a hospital.
4. Describe heterogeneity of treatment effect, if any, related to the use of the product. Response to therapy may vary from patient to patient. Any information that substantiates heterogeneity effects (benefit and harms) of the proposed therapy should be described here and supported with evidence from studies in Section 3.0 (e.g., cross-over study designs, n-of-1 studies, subgroup analyses, etc.).
5. Include proposed ancillary disease or care management intervention strategies to be provided by the manufacturer that are intended to accompany the product at launch. Services intended to accompany a specialty pharmaceutical at launch should be described. These may include any of the following: patient education services, nursing administration support services, programs intended to promote adherence, coordination of information among providers or facilities, sharps disposal, and financial assistance to patients. Specific claims made regarding the benefits of these services should be documented in this section and supported by scientific evidence described in this section or reported in Section 3.0 or 5.0 if applicable. It should be clearly stated when there is no scientific evidence to support claims of benefits for these services. For patient assistance programs, it is optimal to include the terms of the program and the expected number of beneficiaries.

6. Describe other product development or post-marketing obligations as required by the FDA such as a REMS, Phase IV trial, patient registry, restricted distribution channel, and other elements designed to assure the safe use of the product. In addition to the existing instructions for this section, if a multi-faceted program intended to accompany the product at launch will include REMS alongside other elements, describe it in section 2.2.2(5) and note in 2.2.2(6) that the program contains a REMS component.

7. Describe ongoing post-approval monitoring of drug safety and adverse events. Ongoing post-approval monitoring and cost of adverse events for newly approved drugs should be conducted and included. Signals of adverse events indicating disproportional rates of events should be reported. The estimated cost of adverse events, including the cost of monitoring, hospitalizations, emergency room visits, and any other relevant costs associated for treating the adverse event should be included. In addition, the health care decision-maker should contact the drug company for current additional information related to drug safety and adverse events.

8. Describe the expected outcome(s) of therapy, e.g. a cure, palliation, relief of symptoms, quality of life, patient reported outcomes, productivity, etc. Describe any clinical markers that are linked to disease outcome, e.g. LDL lowering.

9. Other key assumptions and their rationale.
2.3 Evidence for Companion Diagnostic Tests

Drug Dossier with CDT

When a CDT has been co-developed with a drug, or when the CDT is required per FDA labeling, then the four elements, analytical validity, clinical validity, clinical utility, and economic value, will generally be captured in the drug dossier. As such, the drug dossier should contain information about the CDT according Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.3.

CDT Dossier

However, in cases where the CDT is not inherently tied to the drug or if the CDT is not owned by the drug manufacturer, then the CDT developer may respond to an unsolicited request with a separate CDT dossier. A stand-alone CDT dossier should contain information about the CDT according to Section 2.3.1, Section 2.3.2, and Section 2.3.3. The CDT dossier should also contain an Executive Summary (Section 1.0). If relevant and available, information that belongs in Section 4.0 and Section 5.0 may be supplied.

2.3.1 Product Information for CDT

The recommended length of Section 2.3.1 is 5 pages (maximum 10).

1. Generic name, brand name, manufacturer or clinical laboratory
2. Type of test: technical, e.g., immunohistochemical (IHC), fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH), gene expression profile, etc.
3. Target: describe test target, e.g., biomarker, microarray pattern, etc.
4. FDA cleared or approved indication(s)/use(s) with companion drug
5. Date of FDA clearance or approval
6. Intended use: clinical basis for CDT, e.g., diagnosis, prognosis and management, risk management, treatment, monitoring or pre-symptomatic testing
7. Indication and target population(s); prevalence of disease/condition and CDT variant in target population
8. Place of CDT in drug therapy
9. Contraindications, warnings/precautions, interactions relative to CDT use
10. Alternative tests and options available, whether they are CDTs or LDTs; describe relative advantages and disadvantages
11. Other key assumptions and their rationale
12. Supporting clinical and economic evidence for the test, using ACCE framework:
   • Analytical Validity: How well does the test identify the target or marker it is intended to identify?
     o Is the accuracy with which a particular genetic or phenotypic characteristic identified within professional standards and federal regulation requirements?
     o Sensitivity: how often is the test positive when the marker is present?
     o Specificity: how often is the test negative when the marker is not present?
     o Accuracy: how often is the test correct?
     o Precision: reproducibility of the test
   • Clinical Validity: How well does the test identify the disease or medical condition of interest?

---

54 Adapted from Guidance for the submission of evidence supporting coverage and reimbursement decisions for medical tests (‘The Guidance’), Version 5/12/10, by Josh Carlson, David L Veenstra, Scott D Ramsey, Lou P Garrison, Sean D Sullivan, and Rick Carlson of the University of Washington, with permission.
Positive predictive value (PPV): how often does a patient that tests positive have the medical condition?
Negative predictive value (NPV): how often does a patient that tests negative not have the medical condition?
Threshold(s) used to separate a positive from a negative result
In which populations has the test been validated, and in how many studies?

- Clinical Utility: How does the test improve patient outcomes?
  - Interventions that are based on positive and negative test results
  - Efficacy/effectiveness and safety of the clinical intervention implemented as a result of the test
  - Changes in patient outcomes, treatments received, clinical events, impact on disease progressions, risk-benefit assessment, morbidity, quality of life, survival, etc.
  - Consider inclusion of quantitative risk-benefit decision analytic modeling

- Economic Value
  - What is the expected difference in costs and outcomes with test compared to usual care, including cost offsets from changes in drug utilization, side effect treatment, and other health care services, and health outcomes?
  - The economic analysis should include, among other aspects, the prevalence of the condition, prevalence of the CDT marker of interest, and burden on the patient or health care system to collect and process the biological sample.
  - Include incremental cost per diagnosis, treatment modification, events avoided, life years saved, and quality-adjusted life-years gained, etc.

13. Packaging description, regulatory codes, classification(s), and identifiers
14. Billing and reimbursement codes, price
15. Copy of the product label or package insert

2.3.2 PLACE OF CDT IN CLINICAL PRACTICE

The recommended length of Section 2.3.2 is 10 pages (maximum 15).

For stand-alone CDT dossiers, CDT manufacturers or providers should include the following information:

1. Disease description
   - Epidemiology and relevant risk factors
   - Pathophysiology
   - Clinical presentation
   - Societal and/or economic impact of disease

2. Approaches to treatment
   - Diagnosis (principal options, practice patterns, alternative options)
   - Anticipated use of test in patient management
   - Prognosis (expected intermediate health outcomes, expected net health outcomes of treatment, etc.)
   - Relevant clinical practice guidelines, clinical pathways, health technology assessments, systematic reviews
   - Other key assumptions and their rationale
2.3.3 **Supporting Clinical Data for CDT**

The recommended length of each study summary is 2 pages (maximum 5). The recommended length of an evidence table row is <1 page (maximum 2) for each study.

For drug dossiers, studies pertaining to the CDT that do not belong in Section 3.0 should be summarized in this section.

For stand-alone CDT dossiers, all clinical trials that include the CDT should be summarized in this section.

Submit summaries of key studies that have been conducted (and discussed with the FDA), whether published or not, for example:

1. Analytical validation studies
2. Clinical validation studies
3. Clinical utility studies (randomized trials, prospective effectiveness trials, case series, retrospective studies, systematic reviews, meta-analyses)
4. Outcomes studies (decision-analytic modeling studies; prospective, trial-based cost-effectiveness studies; cross-sectional or retrospective costing studies and treatment pattern studies; systematic review articles; patient reported outcomes (PRO) studies, quality of life studies)
5. Safety studies

Evidence in summaries should include:

1. Setting and location of study
2. Study design, Research question(s)
3. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
4. Patient characteristics (demographics, number studied, disease severity, comorbidities)
5. Intervention and control group
6. Patient follow-up procedures (e.g., if an intention-to-treat design is used, were drop-outs followed and for what time period?); Treatment/follow up period
7. Clinical outcome(s) measures
8. Outcomes evaluated
9. Delineate primary vs. secondary study endpoints and their corresponding results
10. Other results/outcomes reported (e.g., quality of life, assay performance)
11. Principal findings
12. Statistical significance of outcomes and power calculations
13. Validation of outcomes instrument (if applicable)
14. Compliance behavior
15. Generalizability of the population treated
16. Relevance to enrolled populations
17. Publication citation(s)/references used
18. State whether trials or other studies for the product are registered in a public trials registry, and if so, provide access information (e.g. www.clinicaltrials.gov)
3.0 **Clinical Evidence**

Section 3.0 should consist of all clinical studies that support the use and value of the product reported in a clear and concise format. Specifically, the types of studies that should be included in this section are:

1. **Prospective clinical studies** that investigate any aspect of the product in patients regardless of study design should be included. This includes randomized clinical trials, prospective observational studies, registries, and any other studies that measure clinical endpoints, patient outcomes, or collect information directly from patients. Study results and outcomes include efficacy, effectiveness, comparative efficacy, comparative effectiveness, safety, tolerability, long-term safety, patient preference, patient adherence, patient compliance, patient reported outcomes, quality of life, evidence that identify patient subgroups or clinical setting that may be more appropriate, and other clinically-related outcomes.

2. **Retrospective studies** supporting the clinical use and clinical value of the product that are conducted using existing data from chart reviews, medical and pharmacy claims, electronic medical records, or other novel sources of data.

3. **Studies that synthesize the studies** in #1 and #2 above such as indirect treatment comparisons and meta-analyses of the product and/or the primary comparators.

Sources of information about the use and value of the product from other sources such as clinical practice guidelines, clinical pathways, previous reviews of product value by HTA agencies, and published systematic reviews by outside academic groups such as the Cochrane Collaborative should go in Section 5.0.

Comparative evidence is a necessary component of a comprehensive product dossier, regardless of the methodology used to generate the evidence. For this reason, it is strongly recommended that studies involving comparative effectiveness research be incorporated into the product dossier. The HCDM is particularly interested in head-to-head clinical studies between the proposed product and the principal comparators. Summaries of trials for key comparator products are desirable but not required.

In addition, clinical evidence that is relevant for this section includes the following criteria:

1. **FDA-approved indications and unapproved uses**
   - Potential off-label uses are of significant interest to HCDMs. As such, clinical studies involving off-label uses should be included in dossiers. Manufacturers should clearly delineate evidence for on- and off-label uses (e.g., organize and report on-label indication(s) and information first and off-label thereafter). If data on off-label use has been submitted to the FDA for the purpose of getting a new indication approved and the FDA decision was to deny the approval of the proposed new indication, then the FDA decision should be briefly summarized.

2. **Published and unpublished studies and data**
   - Studies available from published journals; medical congress abstracts, posters, and presentations (only when full publications are not available); manuscripts submitted or accepted by medical journals, clinicaltrials.gov, press releases, manufacturers’ data on file

3. **Any study design**
   - While specific study designs are not prescribed in this section, manufacturers should include studies that generate evidence about clinical outcomes which may include, for example, randomized controlled trials (Phase 2, 3, 4), open-label studies, pragmatic trials, observational or cohort studies, registries, and studies that use adaptive trial designs. See FDA guidance for adaptive trial designs.\(^{55,56}\)

---

Studies may have one or more study arms

4. Study results regardless of positive, negative, or null findings

5. US and ex-US studies

6. Relevant data and findings from the FDA and other US governmental agencies

7. Ongoing clinical trials and links to their registry information

8. *In vitro*, animal, and Phase 1 studies are generally not included unless the value proposition is based on relevant pharmacologic, pharmacodynamics, or pharmacokinetic evidence in these earlier studies

It is important that the dossier is transparent and reflects the full body of evidence that exists for a product. For a new product, available evidence may be limited to a few studies and inclusion of all studies in the dossier is easy. For a product that has been available for several years, there may be a very large number of studies in the medical literature and inclusion of *every* study may be impractical for both manufacturer and HCDMs. In such cases, it is important that the manufacturer exhibit transparency and fair representation concerning the evidence included in the dossier, while at the same time providing a dossier that is useful and manageable for HCDMs. Therefore, it is suggested that in such cases, the evidence be separated into three different categories:

1. Large key studies that are critical or add significantly to the knowledge base of the product should be included as study summaries and evidence tables
2. Smaller but informative studies that may add to the evidence base, but are not quite as rigorous as those listed above should be included as evidence tables only
3. All other studies that have been reported, but do not add significantly to the knowledge base of the product should be identified in a bibliography only

The manufacturer may also define a specific set of objective criteria for inclusion and exclusion of studies, and describe how studies were selected for inclusion and exclusion in this section. Studies excluded do not need to be identified in a bibliography, however the manufacturer should disclose that certain studies have been excluded and describe the reasons for the exclusion via literature search strategy and/or CONSORT diagram. Considerations for establishing inclusion or exclusion criteria may include, but not limited to: study phase (Phase 3 vs Phase 2 vs Phase 1), study design (e.g., controlled trial vs case series), number of subjects (e.g., studies with greater than X number of subjects), etc.

The manufacturer must clearly explain the objective rationale for delineation and assignment of studies into each of the categories above to avoid “cherry-picking” and bias. Since these definitions may vary depending on the context of the product, clinical setting, available treatment alternatives (e.g., common disorder vs orphan disease), the manufacturer must justify how studies are included study summaries vs evidence tables vs bibliography.

If the results of a trial have been reported in more than one journal article or conference abstract, poster, or oral presentation, all may be combined into one summary and one evidence table row, citing all the sources from which data have been drawn and clearly stating the total number of subjects. Discuss important study findings and comment on their implications for different patient populations. Systematic reviews or meta-analyses are to be included in Section 5.0

For products with more than one approved indication, the pharmaceutical manufacturer should decide how reports for on-label studies should be presented. If the manufacturer should decide to have separate dossiers for each approved indication, those requesting dossiers must be apprised of the existence of more than one dossier, and that each can only be supplied pursuant to an unsolicited request. In all cases however, all studies for a given indication should be grouped together in the dossier.

---

The length and level of detail for study summaries and evidence tables may vary based on the amount of data that is available. It must be noted that HCDMs want concise, focused, and user-friendly presentation of data. One of the most common complaints from HCDMs is that dossiers are too long.

The manufacturer should provide specific journal reprints, copies of congress abstracts, posters, and presentations, and other available study information upon request by HCDMs. All reprint requests may be subject to the Physician Payments Sunshine Act.

For drugs designated by the FDA as “breakthrough drugs” the evidentiary reporting requirements are the same as for other drugs. For drugs determined to be “biosimilars,” basic evidentiary requirements are the same as for “traditional” and “specialty” pharmaceuticals. While it is recognized that trials dealing with interchangeability, dosing equivalency, comparison with innovator agents, etc. are especially important, all trials dealing with biosimilars should be reported since there is often limited data available for such products, and formulary decision-makers need access to all relevant evidence and data.

3.1 STUDY SUMMARIES

The recommended length of each study summary is 2 pages (maximum 5).

Study summaries should include the following items where available and applicable:

1. Publication citation(s), study name, Clinicaltrials.gov ID number, sponsor or funding source
2. Objective, location, and study start and completion dates
3. Trial design, randomization, and blinding procedures
4. Setting, inclusion, and exclusion criteria
5. Baseline patient characteristics and demographics
6. Drop-out rates and procedures for handling drop-outs (ITT, per protocol, etc.)
7. Treatments and interventions, dosage regimens, washout period, concomitant therapies, etc.
8. Clinical outcome(s) evaluated, measured, and collected, delineating primary vs secondary endpoints as well as pre-specified vs post hoc
9. Measures of effect (e.g., risk difference, risk ratio, odds ratio, number needed to treat), statistical significance of outcomes, and power calculations
10. Validation of outcomes instruments (if applicable)
11. Generalizability of the population treated
12. Study limitations, as stated by the authors
3.2 Evidence Tables

The recommended length of an evidence table row is <1 page (maximum 2) for each study. Evidence tables should include the following data elements:

1. Citation, (if unpublished, give abstract information or indicate “data on file”)
2. Treatments
3. Sample size and length of follow-up
4. Inclusion/exclusion criteria
5. Design
6. Primary Endpoints
7. Secondary Endpoints
8. Results: Provide an explicit statement of effect size, not just relative risk reduction and/or statistical significance. Within the Results column, include a table of key results.
9. Statistical significance

It may be helpful to display evidence tables in landscape rather than portrait formats with appropriate use of abbreviations and other acceptable ways to display data in a clear, objective, and concise way.
4.0 ECONOMIC VALUE AND MODELING REPORT

The recommended length of Section 4.0 is 12 pages (maximum 20) for each model.

4.1 MODELING OVERVIEW

This section presents an overview of the rationale, approach, and suggested methods for developing economic models. The intent of the model is to quantify for the HCDM the risk-benefit tradeoff of the product, and its economic value.

4.1.1 USE OF MODELING FOR DECISION-MAKING

Available data on the clinical benefits and harms and economic impact of the product under consideration are provided in Sections 3.0 and 5.0 of the Format, and are the core of evidence-based decision-making. Most of the source data for models are in Section 3.0 whereas Section 5.0 contains data from external sources such as clinical practice guidelines and prior HTAs. These data, however, may have important limitations for decision-making. For example,

1. RCTs may not include all relevant comparator interventions
2. The duration of follow-up in RCTs may be limited
3. RCTs may not have collected all necessary data for economic evaluation
4. Patient populations in RCTs may not be reflective of plan populations
5. Safety data may be limited, or from disparate sources
6. Health care cost impacts may not be generalizable across HCDMs

These limitations have led to recent efforts in comparative effectiveness research to improve the quantity, diversity, and relevance of information available to HCDMs. Comparative effectiveness data – derived from studies including relevant populations, comparators, and outcomes – will prove valuable to HCDMs, and should be reported in Sections 3.0 and 5.0 of the Format. These data are more likely (and should be expected) to be available for more mature products. In addition, evidence may be generated through pay for performance or coverage with evidence development schemes. Synthesis and evaluation of these data will remain challenging, however, and are unlikely to be available for new products.

Decision-analytic based, cost-effectiveness models are an effective means to assess the overall potential value of health care technologies. They are disease-based and take into account the impact of the new technology on the clinical outcomes for the target population. Typically, they include evidence on the incidence of the disease or condition in the target population, the medical care required to diagnose and treat the disease, the relative and absolute risk reductions offered by the technology, survival and quality of life impacts, and the costs of the interventions. Decision models can provide:

1. An explicit framework for decision-making;
2. A synthesis of evidence on health consequences and costs from many different sources;
3. A formal assessment of uncertainty;
4. A quantitative measure of clinical risk-benefit;
5. Explicit and evaluable assumptions;
6. Specificity for a product’s role or place in therapy; and
7. Benchmarks against which the product’s future performance can be measured.

Models are not without challenges. In particular, because of the complexity and inherent required assumptions, models can be perceived as a ‘black-box’ approach or biased. The Format has been developed to help address these limitations by providing a consistent
format for conducting and reporting cost-effectiveness models to improve their transparency and acceptability.

Manufacturers should consult with health care system staff, ideally in the early stages of model development, to identify optimal modeling approaches and ensure the incorporation of appropriate comparator products and endpoints to reflect clinical reality.

4.1.2 Types of Models

Cost-effectiveness models

These models address the question “Is the technology good value for the money?” There are several types of models that can be helpful for HCDMs. The focus of the Format is the clinical and economic value of products for plans and their members. Evaluations that include impacts on patients – e.g., morbidity and mortality – and on health care costs are thus most relevant, and termed in general ‘cost-effectiveness models.’ These models are primarily useful for assessing the overall clinical risk-benefit and economic value of a product in relation to products in its class and other health care interventions in general. There are several specific types of cost-effectiveness models, which are discussed in the Cost-effectiveness Analysis section below. Cost effectiveness models utilize clinical data and can be relatively complex, and thus should follow the recommendations in this section, as well as best practices published by ISPOR and Society for Medical Decision Making (SMDM) Modeling Good Research Practices Task Force.57,58,59,60,61,62,63

Budget impact models

Budget impact analyses address the question “Is the technology affordable?” A budget impact model estimates “the expected changes in the expenditure of a health care system after the adoption of a new intervention.” Budget impact models are not intended to establish the overall value of health care technologies because they do not include the full impact of the technology on clinical and patient outcomes. They can be useful for estimating system-wide (e.g., pharmacy and medical) budget impacts, however, and are commonly used by HCDMs. These models, as defined here, estimate the target population, drug/product costs, health care cost offsets, and adverse event costs, as well as the expected utilization in the health care system, to derive projected per member per month costs. Budget impact models utilize clinical data and can be relatively complex, and thus should follow the recommendations in this section, and best practices published by ISPOR.\textsuperscript{65,66}

Financial models

Financial models provide an estimate of the financial impact of a new technology on the pharmacy budget only because they typically include drug/product costs, network or other discounts, rebates, co-payment and other benefit design impacts, but no evaluation of clinical effects or other economic consequences. HCDMs usually have the necessary internal resources to develop such models. Although these models may be useful for negotiations between manufacturers and HCDMs, they are not central to the evidence- and value-based decision making process, and are not addressed further in the Format. Financial models are not required, but may be included in the dossier at the discretion of the manufacturer.


4.1.3 **OTHER CONSIDERATIONS**

1. A clear, written statement of the decision problem, modeling objective, study perspective, and scope of the model should be developed. This should include: the spectrum of disease considered, target population, alternative interventions, health and other outcomes, and time horizon.

2. ISPOR and SMDM have produced comprehensive guidance related to various aspects of modeling.\(^{67,68,69,70,71,72,73}\) ISPOR-SMDM best practices should be followed when applicable.

3. When a product is intended for treatment of more than one disease or indication, its impact should be modeled for each, unless a reasonable case can be made for a single model, such as may be the case for budget impact models.

4. Models that have been previously developed may be adapted for use according to the Format. An existing model should be modified to follow the general framework described in this document and must be able to demonstrate the system-wide impact of introducing the product to health care system formularies. Evidence supporting the validity of existing models should be provided, as well as sufficient documentation on their design, functioning, and data inputs.

5. Cost-effectiveness analyses conducted alongside RCTs, particularly when of sufficient size and follow-up can provide useful and sometimes substantial evidence of economic value. Cost-effectiveness models should be considered complementary to such studies, allowing for the adjustment of health care resource use, unit costs, effectiveness, and practice patterns.

6. All assumptions should be clearly presented.

7. Specialty pharmaceuticals should generally be addressed similarly to traditional pharmaceutical products. Additional considerations may be required for site of care (e.g. inpatient, home infusion, outpatient infusion center).

8. Due to similarity to their reference product, biosimilars generally do not require the development of specific cost-effectiveness models. Budget impact models or cost-minimization analyses may be more relevant.

9. When possible a standalone, electronic, unlocked, modifiable model should be provided to HCDMs. The use of commonly available software (e.g. Microsoft Excel) is recommended. The model should be interactive and flexible, allowing the user to choose which inputs to include in the model and the ability to tailor inputs to their health system or health plan.

---


10. Lastly, users of this document should recognize the *Format* is a set of recommendations on the types of evidence and reporting formats that are likely to be useful for HCDM. We recognize the need for flexibility, however. Specific requirements are determined by individual HCDMs, and may consist of data requests or methods beyond those outlined in this document.
4.2 COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

4.2.1 APPROACH AND FRAMEWORK

Guidelines

In general, the cost-effectiveness framework should consider recommendations published by ISPOR and SMDM Modeling Good Research Practices Task Force.\textsuperscript{74,75,76,77,78,79,80}

The model should be disease-based, and depict the following:

1. Disease or condition, patient population, natural history, clinical course and outcomes.
2. Relevant treatment options and the treatment process for each option – preferably based on treatment guidelines or actual practice.
3. Costs of product and other medical resources consumed within each clinical pathway, including the economic impact of adverse events.
4. Outcomes of therapy for each clinical pathway.
5. Incremental cost and outcomes analysis presented in cost/consequences tables and as cost-effectiveness ratios.

Analytic framework

The general category of ‘cost-effectiveness’ models includes analyses that value outcomes by assessing clinical events, life expectancy, and/or quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs). Clinical events are more readily interpretable by clinicians and allow for direct assessment of the impact of clinical data, but cost per event avoided calculations are not comparable across disease areas. In contrast, QALYs allow for assessment of overall health care value, but may be more difficult to interpret from a health care system perspective. It is thus recommended that clinical events, life expectancy, and QALYs all be assessed, with the latter two outcomes primarily relevant for lifetime timeframe analyses. Clinical events can serve as a supplemental analysis. The results should be reported separately, as outlined subsequently in this section. Exclusion of any of these endpoints should be justified. If possible, use of surrogate endpoints should be avoided since they are not as useful as final endpoints in decision-making.

Modeling technique

There are several decision-analytic based approaches to constructing disease-based cost-effectiveness models, primarily: 1) decision trees, 2) Markov (cohort) models, and 3) patient-level simulation (discrete event simulation). There are advantages and disadvantages to each technique, primarily related to the conflicting factors of transparency and data availability vs. the complexity of many diseases and their treatments. It is recommended that the simplest feasible modeling approach be utilized. In other words, the model should be sophisticated enough to capture the key aspects of the disease and treatments, yet be well supported by high-quality data that are available to and interpretable by the user.

Perspective and Time Frame

The HCDM perspective is recommended for the primary analysis, with optional perspectives (i.e., societal, employer) conducted as secondary evaluations. The model should consider a time horizon that is appropriate to the disease being studied and reflect the decision-making and financial and budget constraints consistent with the perspective. The time horizon should be long enough to reflect all important differences in costs and outcomes between the technologies being compared. Adjustment for time preference should be incorporated as appropriate and follow US PHS Panel recommendations (discounting both future costs and health effects).81

4.2.2 Data Sources

The identification, selection, interpretation, and use of data to inform the model are key to the modeling process, and should receive ample attention from model developers and users. The analysis should be based on the highest-quality and most up-to-date clinical, epidemiologic, patient, and economic data available from the sources most relevant to the model. The process for identifying, evaluating, and selecting all of the data in the model should be clear and systematic.

It is important that modeled claims for cost-effectiveness derive from well-conducted trials for the treatments of interest. Ideally, comparative trials that evaluate treatments directly should be used. In the absence of such studies, indirect comparisons should be considered. In general, relevant studies should:

1. Directly or indirectly compare and quantify treatment effects and other relevant patient-reported outcomes (including quality of life);
2. Assess patient and community preferences for alternative therapies;
3. Quantify costs and benefits over the natural course of the disease;
4. Assess resources used to support alternative therapies; and
5. Evaluate the impact of uncertainty on the claims made for alternative therapies

Parameter estimates used in the model for the product under consideration should be closely linked with the evidence provided in all sections of the Format. All necessary assumptions should be clearly stated. In addition to the identification of base-case estimates for the model, ranges for parameters should be determined and well-referenced.

---

**Drug effectiveness**

When available, randomized, controlled trial data should be assessed and considered as the basis of all efficacy or effectiveness estimates. Justification should be provided for inclusion and exclusion of any RCTs potentially relevant to the analysis. When available, real world evidence including prospective and retrospective observational trials, and direct and indirect comparisons, should be assessed for relevance and validity. If appropriate, this data should also be incorporated into the model.

**Drug safety data**

Clinically relevant adverse events observed in RCTs should be included in the model, as well as safety signals derived from appropriate observational studies. The economic impact of treatment-related adverse events should be incorporated into cost-effectiveness analyses. A wide range of estimates should be explored given the challenge of accurately ascertaining the likelihood of low-probability events.

**Economic data**

Unit costs data ideally would be relevant to the decision maker, based on health care system data. If specific health care system data are not available, costs from representative US private payers, Medicare and others may be used. Because the costs of infused and injected drugs may also depend on the site of care, models should take these attributes into consideration. Decision-analytic models should be sufficiently flexible to adapt the input assumptions to conform to local practice and billing patterns.

**Utilities**

Preference estimates should be derived from studies surveying either patients or the general population, using a direct elicitation method or an instrument such as the time-trade off, standard gamble, EQ-5D, HUI, SF-6D, or QWB. Because cost-effectiveness analysis is conducted at the population level, the ideal source of utility values is the general population. This may be impractical in some situations and trial-derived utilities may be used.

**Demographic and practice pattern data**

Ideally the model would be interactive, allowing demographic and practice pattern data from the health care system to be incorporated improving the relevance of the model.

**Surrogate markers**

When surrogate markers are used to model longer-term outcomes, specific evidence should be provided supporting their validity.

**Expert opinion**

Data derived from expert panels are not generally acceptable, especially for key effectiveness or safety variables. However, this approach may be reasonable for other variables where estimates are not available through literature, databases, trials or other normal sources. In such cases, the expert assumptions should be clearly stated and thoroughly tested in sensitivity analyses. Inputs obtained from an expert panel should be modifiable in case local opinion leaders disagree with the panel members.

**Efficacy vs. effectiveness**

When feasible and scientifically plausible, efficacy results from RCTs should be transformed into effectiveness parameters. For example, this may involve inclusion of an adherence parameter into the model based on observational data. Documentation and
clear description of the methodology will be necessary in order for health care system
staff to evaluate the validity of this approach.

4.2.3 **Conduct**

*Base-case estimates*

The expected (average) clinical and economic outcomes should be calculated for each
strategy evaluated, as well as incremental costs and effectiveness. Differences in the
absolute risk of events should be determined, and health care cost offsets vs. drug costs
should be displayed independently and combined. Clinical risk-benefit tradeoffs should
be explicitly presented and discussed.

*Sensitivity analysis*

Because cost-effectiveness models are simplified views of disease processes, specifying
the model structure is important. Developers of such analyses should seek input from
clinicians to ensure that models have good face validity for the disease or condition being
evaluated.

Both univariate and probabilistic sensitivity analyses should be conducted to provide a
more complete picture regarding the robustness of the results. Analysts should justify the
distribution used for each parameter that is included in a probabilistic sensitivity analysis.
Comprehensive one-way sensitivity analysis of all parameters in the model is also
strongly recommended, including assessment of impacts on both incremental
effectiveness (e.g., QALYs) and cost-effectiveness. However, the use of arbitrary lower
and upper values is strongly discouraged. Use of generally accepted confidence levels
(95%) should be employed if parameter uncertainty is, at least largely, characterized by
random error. The use of tornado diagrams is encouraged to identify the most sensitive
parameters. The 3-5 parameters and 2-3 assumptions that have the greatest impact on the
results should be identified. Scenario analyses testing the assumptions used in the model
are also highly recommended. Generation of cost-effectiveness scatter plots and
acceptability curves are recommended to display the results of the analysis.
4.3 **Budget Impact Model**

4.3.1 **Approach and Framework**

*Guidelines*

The modeling approach and analytic framework of the budget impact model should generally follow the guidance provided by ISPOR.\(^\text{82,83}\)

The model should be health care system based and take the following into consideration:

1. Characteristics of health system, such as prevalence and incidence of disease among the population and restrictions to access
2. Use and cost of current mix of therapies used to treat the condition
3. Projected use and costs of the new mix of therapies to treat the condition
4. Costs and cost offsets associated with change in use of condition-specific health services

*Perspective and Time Frame*

The perspective of the HCDM is recommended. The time horizon of the model should be of relevance to the HCDM, typically one to five years.

*Population*

The target population for a budget impact model should include all patients eligible to receive the new intervention during the modeled time horizon.

4.3.2 **Data Sources**

The base case model (as presented in the written dossier) should be representative of the US population or a general commercial/Medicare population. However, the model should be sufficiently flexible to allow users to input data specific to their setting, such as size of the population, prevalence of the condition, and estimated and projected costs and cost-offsets.

4.3.3 **Conduct**

*Results*

When reporting the economic impact of the intervention, it is recommended to present the findings as both the PMPM and as the total budget impact to the health system.

*Sensitivity analysis*

Sensitivity analyses are recommended for assessing the uncertainty associated with the budget impact model. For assessing both structural and parameter uncertainty associated with the budget impact model, a variety of scenario analyses are recommended.

Any expected off-label use of the new health technology should not be included in the main budget impact analysis, but may be considered in sensitivity analyses.

---


4.4 **MODELING REPORT AND INTERACTIVE MODEL**

4.4.1 **TRANSPARENCY**

Transparency and clarity of presentation are a necessity. The need for and value of transparency is widely recognized and can provide some protection against the negative effects of bias and error. Model transparency serves the important purpose of providing both a high-level overview of the model structure, components, and outputs as well as detailed documentation for users interested in evaluating the technical elements of the model. Therefore, researchers are encouraged to focus efforts on the clarity and transparency of results. Detailed descriptions that explain the flow of data through the model are recommended. All calculations should be explained in a simple straightforward manner to allow a non-health economist to comprehend the analysis. This information and references should be accessible both in the report format as well as shown directly in the model to optimize ease of review.

**Listed below are the recommended requirements for modeling reports and interactive models.**

4.4.2 **MODELING REPORT FORMAT**

The modeling report should follow the format: 1) Introduction/Background, 2) Methods, 3) Results, 4) Limitations, 5) Discussion. A 500 word abstract following this same format should be provided on the first page of the modeling report, and include an explicit description of the key drivers of the model results identified in sensitivity and scenario analyses.

Below are the minimum recommended figures and tables for economic models. Multiple tables in each category (e.g., Table 1a, 1b, etc.) may be used, if needed, based on the modeling approach being presented.

**Figure 1.** Provide a figure displaying the structure of the model (e.g., a decision tree, Markov model, budget impact model). A simplified schematic diagram may be used for ease of presentation, but a detailed figure should also be included.

**Table 1.** Provide a table listing all of the model inputs, including probabilities, costs, and utility estimates if appropriate. Provide a range of values upon which sensitivity analyses are based for each input.

1. Include references in the table for all inputs, including ranges.
2. Note in the table estimates that lack supporting evidence.

**Table 2.** Provide an explicit list of model assumptions, including assumptions about comparator interventions, clinical events, patient management, delivery, administration, setting of care, and costs.

**Table 3.** Present the disaggregated results in a table (e.g., cost-consequence style, with costs presented separately from health outcomes). Data presented in this format are more easily understood and interpreted by health care system formulary committees. The following specific data should be presented for each strategy as appropriate for the analysis type:

1. The projected clinical events (e.g., heart attacks, cirrhosis, recurrence)

---

2. The life expectancy and QALY estimates
3. Total health care costs
4. The cost of implementing therapy, including all anticipated costs of care management, delivery, administration, and setting of care, and the resulting cost offsets
5. Model results as appropriate for the model type (e.g., incremental cost-effectiveness ratios, PMPM estimates of budget impact)

Figure 2. Present one-way sensitivity analyses on all model inputs in a figure (e.g., tornado diagram) or a table.

1. Clearly present the model inputs or assumptions that drive the difference in 1) costs, 2) effects, and 3) incremental cost-effectiveness.
2. When appropriate, present multi-way (e.g., 2-way, best/worst case scenario, probabilistic) sensitivity analyses

**CHEERS Guidance**

In addition to the general guidance provided above, a notable addition to the scientific literature related to reporting standards for economic evaluations published since our last Format revision is the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards (CHEERS) Statement. This statement provides additional guidance regarding preferred reporting standards for economic evaluations and may serve as an additional resource to model developers.

4.4.3 **Interactive Model**

**Model characteristics**

To improve transparency and ease of use, it is recommended that models be implemented in spreadsheet software. Other software packages should only be used if the user a) is familiar with them, and b) agrees with the manufacturer to their use. Custom software models are generally discouraged, but may be feasible for use if clearly documented in peer-reviewed publications and a user’s manual. Interactive models should have the following characteristics:

1. All data and calculations relevant to the economic model should be contained in the spreadsheet and visible to the user.
2. All inputs should be modifiable by the user.
3. To the extent feasible, the model, its logic and its calculations should be clear and self-documenting, using best practices for formatting, comments, and explanatory guides such as text boxes.
4. Allow for analysis of relevant sub-populations (age, gender, co-morbidities) where applicable.
5. Allow the health care system to incorporate its own data (membership size, prevalence rates, cost estimates, etc.) in place of default data, such as national norms.
6. Provide automated 1-way sensitivity analysis.

---

Model accessibility

It is recommended that the health care system require that an interactive model be made available electronically, (e.g. Microsoft Excel), preferably after meeting with the manufacturer to review and discuss its design, key assumptions, base-case results, sensitivity analyses, and practical application. If the manufacturer will not provide an interactive model for the HCDM’s use, a clear statement to this effect and standing policy should be provided in the modeling report. Alternative approaches include interactive modification of the model with a representative of the manufacturer without providing a leave-behind version of the model, although such arrangements are significantly less desirable. Manufacturers are also encouraged to publish economic models in the peer-reviewed literature, and update the models and publications with real-world evidence as available.

Model users should recognize that input parameters must be plausible, and many combinations of inputs in complex models will not be self-consistent. Thus, users should modify model inputs based on available data and reasonable assumptions.
5.0 ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

The recommended length of Section 5.0 is 2 pages (maximum 5) for each study or source.

Section 5.0 should consist of all other types of evidence and studies that do not fit in Section 3.0 that support the use and value of the product reported in a clear and concise format. Examples of evidence in this section includes clinical practice guidelines (CPGs), HTAs and systematic reviews (SRs), compendia, modeling and pharmacoeconomic studies.

Similar to Section 3.0, evidence reported in this section include the following relevancy criteria: FDA-approved indications and unapproved uses; published and unpublished studies and data; any study regardless of study design; study results regardless of positive, negative, or null findings; and US and ex-US studies.

5.1 CLINICAL PRACTICE GUIDELINES

Identify important clinical practice guidelines that have been developed and published by medical societies, government agencies, and other national or international organizations that are relevant to the product. This may also include position statements, consensus statements, clinical pathways, and other similarly termed guidances that are evidence-based and provide specific clinical recommendations. Focus on guideline recommendations specific to the product, its comparators, and the disease state and how the new product is anticipated be included in or influenced by the guidelines. Summarize information from clinical practice guidelines briefly and, if feasible, provide a copy of the full guidelines upon request or provide links to the original guidelines. The manufacturer should describe how it included or excluded clinical practice guidelines in this section.

5.2 HEALTH TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENTS AND SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS

Summarize relevant HTAs, systematic reviews, and evidence frameworks (also known as value frameworks) that are available. Examples include Cochrane Collaboration systematic reviews, formal systematic reviews published in peer-reviewed journals, evidence reviews by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI), and HTAs from recognized public or private organizations, including international bodies such as National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE) and Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH). Summarize the information that is relevant to the product.

5.3 COMPENDIA

Summarize important information found in compendia that are officially recognized by the Secretary of Health and Human Services that list the product. Since many compendia publications are available only by subscription and are protected by copyrights, manufacturers may not be able to provide PDF documents or reprints of the relevant content, even if requested by HCDMs. Each manufacturer may determine its own process for handling requests for reprints or copies of compendia information.

5.4 OTHER ECONOMIC OR OUTCOMES EVIDENCE

Include published studies that result in economic evidence or other outcomes that do not fit in Section 3.0, for example, pharmacoeconomic, modeling, health care utilization, and productivity
studies. Conduct and reporting of studies in this section should follow accepted practice as evidenced by published methodology and reporting guidelines from reputable professional societies or government agencies. A description of how studies were selected for inclusion should be summarized and included.

Refer to Section 3.0 for items to be included in study summaries and evidence tables. In addition, summaries of economic studies should include the following:

1. Definition of economic endpoints (mean overall costs, cancer-related cost, $/LYG, $/QALY, etc.) including references for standard of care costs
2. Data sources for economic endpoints
3. Statistical methods/math used to calculate endpoints
4. Modeling methodology (if applicable)
5. Sensitivity analysis (if applicable)

Refer to Section 3.0 for additional guidance that is relevant for this section, e.g., provide reprints upon request, explain criteria for inclusion and exclusion of studies, etc.

5.5 IMPACT ON QUALITY

This section is to accommodate information and research where the product has a potential for or demonstrated impact on quality measures that may not fit into any other sections as described by the Format. If no information exists, note that this section is not applicable.

5.6 OTHER EVIDENCE OR INFORMATION

This section is to accommodate other important and relevant evidence or information that may not fit into any other sections as described by the Format. Examples may include but are not limited to in vitro analytical tests or animal studies that demonstrate pharmacokinetics for biosimilar products; other ancillary evidence that demonstrate the uniqueness, benefits, or value of the product; or information regarding effects on patients’ family and caregivers. If no information exists, note that this section is not applicable.
6.0 **DOSSIER APPENDICES**

6.1 **REFERENCES CONTAINED IN DOSSIERS**
Include citations for all known published clinical and economic studies in the bibliography section. *Reprints of relevant published studies should be available upon request, and where possible, provide a link to original sources if they are free.*

6.2 **ECONOMIC MODEL(s)**
Include economic model(s).

6.3 **PRODUCT PRESCRIBING INFORMATION**
Include FDA-approved label, package insert (PI), or prescribing information.

6.4 **PATIENT INFORMATION**
Include any patient information such as patient package insert (PPI).

6.5 **MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET**
Include Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for product.
**TERMS AND DEFINITIONS**

**Biosimilars:** A biosimilar is a biological product that “is highly similar to the reference product notwithstanding minor differences in clinically inactive components” and that “there are no clinically meaningful differences between the biological product and the reference product in terms of the safety, purity, and potency of the product.”

**Budget Impact Models:** A budget impact model (BIM) estimates the expected changes in the expenditure of a health care system after the adoption of a new intervention in a payer-relevant timeframe. BIMs provide a means of synthesizing available knowledge to estimate the likely financial consequences of adopting an intervention, typically from a payer perspective.

**Care pathways:** Care pathways have been used widely in health care, and while definitions vary, care pathways are generally characterized as a method for patient care management that is based on clinical practice guidelines, with the objectives of improving quality of care, reducing variation in clinical practice, and improving the allocation of health care resources.

**Comparative Effectiveness Research (CER):** The generation and synthesis of evidence that compares the benefits and harms of alternative methods to prevent, diagnose, treat, and monitor a clinical condition or to improve the delivery of care. The purpose of CER is to assist consumers, clinicians, purchasers, and policy makers to make informed decisions that will improve health care at both the individual and population level.

**Companion Diagnostic Tests:** Companion diagnostic tests have been defined in various ways. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) definition describes a CDT as one that provides information that is essential for the safe and effective use of a corresponding therapeutic product. More generally, a CDT is defined as a test that provides information that improves the safety or effectiveness of a drug or biologic. CDTs can be used to:

- Identify patients who are most likely to benefit from a particular therapeutic product
- Identify patients likely to be at increased risk for serious adverse reactions as a result of treatment with a particular therapeutic product
- Monitor patient response to treatment for the purpose of adjusting the treatment (e.g., schedule, dose, discontinuation) to achieve improved safety or effectiveness

Companion diagnostic tests (both IVDs and medical imaging) may assess the presence of molecular biomarkers including the following forms:

- Genomic/epigenomic (deoxyribonucleic acid-based) biomarkers
- Transcriptomic (ribonucleic acid-based) biomarkers
- Proteomic (protein-based) biomarkers
- Metabolomic (metabolite-based) biomarkers

---


**Cost-Benefit Analysis:** An analytical technique derived from economic theory that enumerates and compares the net costs of a health care intervention with the benefits that arise as a consequence of applying that intervention. For this technique, both the net costs and the benefits of the health intervention are expressed in monetary units.\(^{91}\)

**Cost-Consequence Analysis:** An analytical technique that compares the health intervention of interest to one or more relevant alternatives, listing the cost components and various outcomes of each intervention separately. This type of economic analysis does not indicate the relative importance of the components listed and leaves it to the decision maker to form his or her own view.\(^{90}\)

**Cost-Effectiveness Analysis:** A systematic method of comparing two or more alternative programs by measuring the costs and consequences of each. A distinguishing feature of cost-effectiveness analysis is that the consequences (health outcomes) of all programs to be compared must be measured in the same common units—natural units related to the clinical objective of the programs (e.g., symptom-free days gained, cases prevented, quality of life years gained).\(^{90}\)

**Cost-Minimization Analysis:** A type of pharacoeconomic analysis comparing two alternative therapies only in terms of costs because their outcomes (effectiveness and safety) are found to be or expected to be identical.\(^{90}\)

**Cost-Utility Analysis:** A specific type of cost-effectiveness analysis that compares two or more alternative choices in terms of both their costs and outcomes, where the outcomes are measured of utility or preference, often as a quality-adjusted life years gained. Cost-utility analysis can be considered the “gold standard” methodology for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of health care choices.\(^{90}\)

**Decision Analysis:** A quantitative approach to decision making under uncertainty in which all relevant elements of the decision – alternative actions, chance events (along with their probabilities of occurrence), and final consequences – are stated explicitly in a model. Multiple types of data can be incorporated from a variety of sources. This model typically takes the form of a decision tree or an influence diagram and permits the decision maker to determine systematically the relative value of alternative courses of action.\(^{90}\)

**Decision Tree:** A schematic diagram depicting the logical structure of a choice under conditions of uncertainty, including all relevant alternative decisions available to the decision maker as well as the values and probabilities of all relevant downstream consequences.\(^{90}\)

**Dossier:** A detailed report (in paper and electronic form) for each product submitted by the manufacturer for consideration that contains (1) clinical and economic data from published and unpublished studies and (2) a disease-based economic model to project the potential impact that introducing the product would have on health and economic consequences occurring across the entire system.

**Effectiveness:** The actual effects of treatment by the drug under "real life" conditions [patients not always remembering to take their doses, physicians often not prescribing the lowest FDA recommended doses, side effects not all controlled, etc]. ‘Head to head' effectiveness studies with similar medications are preferable.

**Efficacy:** The potential effects of treatment by the drug under optimal circumstances [e.g. patients all taking their doses at the right times, physicians prescribing FDA recommended doses, side effects appropriately monitored, etc]. Efficacy studies are typically the foundation of new drug submissions to the FDA. Studies that compare the efficacy of similar drugs, rather than just efficacy compared to placebo are preferable.

---

Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM): An approach to health care decision making in which the decision maker is aware of all the relevant evidence and its strengths and weaknesses and is then able to apply that knowledge to decisions. EBM, therefore, consists of clinical expertise and patient preferences combined with critical appraisal of clinical research, with the goal of providing optimal individual patient care. Optimal care thus takes into account patient outcomes and the relative efficiencies among competing alternatives, as demonstrated in the medical literature. This approach to patient care demands that the decision makers’ expertise and the appraisal of the clinical evidence base are current and up to date.92

Evidence-Based Medicine – Alternate Definition: The conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients. The practice of evidence based medicine means integrating individual clinical expertise with the best available external clinical evidence from systematic research.91

Formulary: A periodically updated list of medications, related products and information, representing the clinical judgment of physicians, pharmacists, and other experts in the diagnosis and/or treatment of disease and promotion of health.

Formulary system: An ongoing process whereby a health care system, through its physicians, pharmacists and other health care professionals, establishes policies on the use of drugs, related products and therapies, and identifies drugs, related products and therapies that are the most medically appropriate and cost-effective to best serve the health interests of the patient populations of the health care systems it represents.

Health Economics: A discipline that analyses the economic aspects of health and health care and that usually focuses on the costs (inputs) and the consequences (outputs) of health care interventions using methods and theories from economics and medicine.90

Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQOL): A broad theoretical construct developed to explain and organize measures concerned with the evaluation of health status, attitudes, values and perceived levels of satisfaction and general well-being with respect to either specific health conditions or life as a whole from the individual’s perspective. (see Patient-Reported Outcomes).90

Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio (ICER): The ICER is a common metric used to evaluate results of cost-effectiveness and cost-utility analyses. The ICER is the difference in costs divided by the difference in outcomes between two comparators.90

Markov Model: A complex health economics treatment model that describes the natural history of particular diseases, with or without treatment. To capture all critical events, Markov models can categorize health status with a higher level of detail and divide the model’s time perspective into finer intervals than is possible with decision trees.90

Model: In the context of health care evaluation, a model is an analytic methodology that accounts for events over time and across populations, that is based on data drawn from primary and/or secondary sources and whose purpose is to estimate the effects of an intervention on valued health consequences and costs.93

Modeling: The development of a simplified representation of a system (e.g. population). A particular model may be analytical, visual or both. In pharmaco economics specifically or health economics in general, analytical models can be used to pose and answer questions about interventions that cannot be directly answered by clinical trials due to time and financial constraints.90

Outcomes Research: The scientific discipline that evaluates the effect of health care interventions on patient-related, if not patient-specific, clinical, humanistic and economic outcomes. Outcomes research is generally based on the conceptual framework that evaluation of treatment alternatives involves the simultaneous assessment of multiple types of outcomes that are disease-related.  

Patient-Reported Outcomes: An umbrella term that includes outcome data reported directly by the patient. It is one source of data that may be used to describe a patient’s condition and response to treatment. It includes such outcomes as global impressions, functional status, well-being, symptoms, health-related quality of life, satisfaction with treatment and treatment adherence.  

Pharmacoeconomics: The scientific discipline that assesses the overall value of pharmaceutical health care products, services and programs. Of necessity, it addresses the clinical, humanistic and economic aspects of health care interventions in the prevention, diagnosis, treatment and management of disease. Pharmacoeconomics thus provides information critical to the optimal allocation of health care resources. The field encompasses experts in health economics, risk analysis, technology assessment, clinical evaluation, epidemiology, decision analysis and health services research.  

Quality-Adjusted Life Year (QALY): A universal health outcome measure applicable to all individuals and all diseases, thereby enabling comparisons across diseases and across programs. A QALY combines, in a single measure, gains or losses in both quantity of life (mortality) and quality of life (morbidity).  

Rule of Rescue: A term applied to the ethical imperative to save individual lives regardless of the cost if rescue measures are available. Regarding the distribution of health care services, the “rule of rescue” supplements rather than substitutes for the evidence-based consideration of comparative cost-effectiveness. For example, Australia’s Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee considers the rule of rescue a relevant factor when the cost-effectiveness level is unacceptable and:  

- No alternate pharmacological or non-pharmacological intervention exists to treat patients with the identified condition;  
- The defined condition must be severe, progressive and expected to lead to premature death;  
- The defined condition must apply to only a very small number of patients.  

Sensitivity Analysis: A way to analyze the impact of uncertainty in an economic analysis or a decision (see Decision Analysis, Modeling). The simplest form of sensitivity analysis is a one-way analysis where the value of one variable is changed while keeping the other variables constant, and the impact on results evaluated.  

Specialty Pharmaceuticals: Within the current version of the Format, a product may be considered a specialty pharmaceutical if it requires a difficult or unusual process of delivery to the patient (preparation, handling, storage, inventory, distribution, Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) programs, data collection, or administration) or patient management prior to or following administration (monitoring, disease or therapeutic support systems).  

Tornado Diagram: A set of one-way sensitivity analyses displayed in a single graph, with the most critical variable in terms of impact at the top of the graph and the rest ranked according to their impact thereafter; hence the “tornado” or funnel appearance of the graph.  

---
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**APPENDIX A: SAMPLE UNSOLICITED REQUEST LETTER**

Date

Medical Information/Medical Communications Department

Name of Company

Address

Address

Dear…:

[Organization name] has adopted the Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy’s (AMCP) *Format for Formulary Submissions* detailing the process and evidentiary requirements for the provision of clinical and economic information to support formulary consideration. Please consider this letter as an unsolicited request for an AMCP *Format*-based dossier for your product [Name of Product or Products here]. Per the AMCP *Format* the dossier should contain all available medical, economic and other scientific information (including any unpublished and/or off-label study data that are to be considered by our organization) and pharmacoeconomic modeling on all comparator products that we consider for formulary inclusion or as part of therapeutic class reviews.

In addition, we request that you provide, for a period of 6 months, any new published or unpublished information on labeled or unlabeled uses that is specific to the information requested herein that may serve to further inform our decisions on the use of this product.

We consider this unsolicited request to represent the desired information to accompany a formulary submission. Manufacturers should submit a complete dossier well before they expect the product to be considered for formulary review. Our goal is to enable all of the [Organization name] Pharmacy & Therapeutics (P&T) Committees to make evidence-based decisions representing good value for money when selecting preferred treatment options. The AMCP *Format* describes a standardized template for pharmaceutical manufacturers to construct and submit a formulary dossier. The dossier is designed to make the product evaluation process in formulary development more complete, evidence-based and rational.

By submitting this request we recognize that confidential information may be provided. We also recognize the need to respect and honor commercial-in-confidence information and may be willing to sign necessary confidentiality agreements under agreed circumstances.

If you require additional information, please call ………

Sincerely,
Appendix B: Formulary Monograph Template

Individual Drug Review

Generic Name: [Name]
Brand Name: [Name]
Manufacturer: [Text]
Date of Review: Month Year
Reason for Review: [Text].
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(Click on a link below to view the section.)
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Abbreviations used in this monograph:
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Key Questions/Issues and Results of Investigation:

**Issue 1: What is the evidence of efficacy from clinical trials?**
[Text. The answers to key questions should normally be no more than a paragraph of modest length. If no evidence was found to answer a particular question, state “No evidence found.”]

**Issue 2: Is there sufficient evidence to assess real world comparative effectiveness?**
[Text]

**Issue 3: What is the evidence of safety?**
[Text].

**Issue 4: What is the value proposition for this product?**
[Text].

**Issue 5: Are there identifiable patient subgroups in which this treatment will be most cost-effective?**
[Text]

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE COMMITTEE

[Summary of findings, key issues & conclusions, 1 or 2 short paragraphs that explain the logic leading to your recommendations.]

Therefore, the following P&T action is recommended:
ISSUE 1: What is the evidence of efficacy from clinical trials?
[Narrative summary of evidence for efficacy.]

ISSUE 2: Is there sufficient evidence to assess real world comparative effectiveness?
[Narrative summary of evidence for comparative effectiveness.]

ISSUE 3: What is the evidence of safety?
[Narrative summary of evidence for safety.]

ISSUE 4: What is the value proposition for this product?
Summary of Product Value
[Text summary statement]

Incremental Cost-effectiveness:
[Discussion of cost-effectiveness analyses]

Table . Summary of incremental cost-effectiveness ratios found by studies included in this review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost/QALY (USD)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Setting or Disease 1</th>
<th>Setting or Disease 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ISSUE 5: Are there identifiable patient subgroups in which this treatment will be most cost-effective?
[Discussion of patient subgroups and the evidence that would indicate improved ICER for them. Include a description of relevant biomarkers or other companion diagnostics that would be used to identify these target populations, and the feasibility of using these markers in routine clinical practice.]
Table: Clinical evidence summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. and Evidence Grade</th>
<th>Drug Regimens</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Design*</th>
<th>End Points/Results/Comments</th>
<th>NNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations used in this table: AC = active control, CCS = case-control study, DB = double blind, PC = placebo control, PCS = prospective cohort study, PG = parallel group, MA = meta-analysis, MC = multicenter, RCS = retrospective cohort study, RCT = randomized controlled trial, XO = crossover
Table 1. Validation of instruments used in studies included in this review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Instrument</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Numerical Scale</th>
<th>Interpretation of Values</th>
<th>M.I.D.*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M.I.D. = minimal important difference, usually determined by the originator or owner of the instrument. This number represents a threshold below which a numerical difference is not considered to be clinically meaningful, even if statistically significant. Differences less than this amount are usually excluded from discussions of incremental clinical effect.

Table 2. Cost-effectiveness evidence summary (Reviewers may change this table format to better fit the economic study methodology)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. and Sponsor</th>
<th>QHES Score</th>
<th>Study Design and Treatments Compared</th>
<th>Time Horizon and Demographics</th>
<th>Model Inputs and Data Sources</th>
<th>Results: Base Case, Sensitivity Analysis and Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations used in this table: LYS = life-years saved, QALY = quality-adjusted life-year, QOL = quality of life.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

DISEASE BACKGROUND
[Text]

DISEASE BURDEN
[Text]

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
[Text]

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES

[Discussion of other existing pharmacologic alternatives or nonpharmacologic treatments that could be used in place of the drug being reviewed. If there are no existing treatment modalities, indicate “best supportive care” etc. and delete the next two sub-sections.]

Preferred Existing Therapy
[Discuss current treatment standards. If there is a “gold standard” treatment that is endorsed by practice guidelines or specialty society opinion statements, reference these authorities.]

Other Therapeutic Alternatives
[Discuss other generally accepted treatment options, including “watchful waiting” or “best supportive care” if these are considered appropriate.]

PRODUCT BACKGROUND

PHARMACOLOGY

[Brief description of mechanism. If it is a novel mechanism, a longer description may be appropriate.]

PHARMACOKINETICS

[Text summary, if kinetics will factor significantly into the decision.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route of Administration:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bioavailability:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Peak:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple dosing:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADVERSE EFFECT PROFILE

[Brief text summary of known side effects and general tolerability from the package insert or other available sources. If clinically important, include a brief table of side effects from the package insert, listing only side effects with incidence rates significantly different from placebo.

This section is for discussion of routine side effects. Major safety issues should be discussed under Issue 3 above.]

DRUG INTERACTIONS

[Text. List these from the package insert. Include a table if appropriate.]

METHODOLOGY OF THIS REVIEW

DATABASES SEARCHED:

- Medline
- Embase
- Cochrane Controlled Trials Registry
- Clinicaltrials.gov
- Other: [Name]

SECONDARY SOURCES:

- Cochrane Reviews Database
- BCBSA TEC
- NICE
- Other: [Name]

SEARCH STRATEGY:

[Text]

INCLUSION CRITERIA:

[Text]
Search Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Type</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Randomized controlled trials (RCT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-analyses of RCTs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic reviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized pragmatic Trials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospective cohort studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrospective cohort or case-control studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic modeling studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Series</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT abstracts, not peer-reviewed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other abstracts, posters, etc., not peer-reviewed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Articles Excluded from Evidence Synthesis:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for Exclusion</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[Author’s Name(s), degrees and organization]
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